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Garrison Keillor takes you back to Lake Wobegon, America's most beloved fictional

hometown. Lake Wobegon is having a boom year thanks to millennial entrepreneurship--

AuntMildred's.com Gourmet Meatloaf, for example, or Universal Fire, makers of artisanal

firewood seasoned with sea salt. Meanwhile, the author flies in to give eulogies at the funerals

of five classmates, including a couple whom he disliked, and he finds a wave of narcissism

crashing on the rocks of Lutheran stoicism. He is restored by the humor and grace of his old

girlfriend Arlene and a visit from his wife, Giselle, who arrives from New York for a big love

scene in an old lake cabin.
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Faced17. A Fine Job1A New WorldI flew back home to Minnesota for my best friend’s funeral

last spring over the objections of my wife who was leery of COVID, which was raging in

Minnesota thanks to anti-vaxxers, many of them devout Christians like my cousins who put up

“Prepare to meet thy God” signs along the road and who believed the virus meant a quicker trip

to glory but Norm went down from cardiac arrest in his driveway, an easy death. He wanted to

go in his sleep, but anyway it was quick. He was a big person in my life and so was his sister

Arlene and to skip the funeral out of fear of infection seemed to me unworthy and a denial of

reality even worse than the evangelicals’ resistance to medical science so I boarded Delta at

Terminal D at LaGuardia and returned to my origins. He died on May Day and it was a shock

but not a surprise: Norm always said, when asked how he was, “Never better,” but in March he

switched to “Okay” and a few weeks later to “Not bad,” a rather steep decline.I rented a car at

the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport and drove north to Lake Wobegon and noticed, nearing town,

that the “Prepare to meet thy God” sign was gone. I stopped and got out of the car. It lay in tall

weeds by a barbed-wire fence. Someone had shot it with a shotgun and the Pre was gone and

the stake was busted. I left it lying there but the phrase “Pare to meet thy God” stuck with me.

Cut back on excess, trim the nonessential. A good motto for a man nearing 80. Set aside ego

and the craving for widespread approval, ditch your bag of stupid regrets, abandon pleasures

no longer pleasurable, love your neighbor, and you will find yourself in God’s presence. My

cousin Rose, who was named not for the flower but for the Resurrection, sends me a birthday

card every year: God is moving the waters. He is bringing this dispensation to a close. We may

not be here tomorrow. I pray you are waiting on Him. It’s sweet. To think of someone waiting

decades for Rapturization. I do appreciate her interest in me.I called Giselle in New York and

left a message that I love her and drove into town and noticed the ruins of the EZFreeze. Not

much happened in the town of my youth and when something did, my dad would say, “It was

the biggest thing since they got the bug zapper at the EZFreeze.” The zapper was a big neon

ring under the eave that electrocuted mosquitos. Now it’s gone, the symbol of progress.So is



the Lake Wobegon Maternity Hospital, the big white house where I was born in the summer of

1942, which caused no stir at the time nor does the fact that I’m still living. I am here as a result

of good luck. As a kid, I stood on the front seat of the car, no seat belt, as Dad drove 80 mph

on a two-lane road to get to Bible camp in the Badlands of South Dakota, driving at top speed

so we wouldn’t need to stop at a motel. I survived it and also the preaching, which was all

about imminent death, ships sinking, car crashes, furnaces blowing up, storms with lightning.

We fundamentalists were grim, like people living in a coal mine, but if I looked grim, my

cheerful mother would say, “What’s the matter? Did the dog pee on your cinnamon toast?” and

that made me smile, and it still does, imagining a dog going to the trouble of getting up on the

table to do that. Wobegonians were cheerful stoics and if you asked “How are you?” they said

“Fine” unless they were lying on the ground and there was external bleeding. Lighten up. Life is

good. It could be worse. Don’t feel sorry for yourself. Winter is not a personal experience:

everybody else is just as cold as you are. Take it one day at a time. Make something of

yourself. Don’t be a ten-dollar haircut on a 59-cent head. Find out what you’re good at and do it.

That was our way.Growing up in the coal mine, your people warn you against ascending to the

surface, but eventually you do and WOW you see trees, the sky, you feel rain and wind, you get

to know Catholics, Jews, Buddhists, you go to movies. I left when I was 18 to make my way in

the world and I married a girl from New York who was not a coal miner and we moved there to

make her happy and now I go back home mainly for funerals, which these days are for people

my age, which gets my attention, an obituary with my number in it. Old rocknrollers, ballplayers,

movie stars, cousins, classmates, I pay attention, I read the story closely and guess at the

omissions.So I came back to pay my respects to my old pal Norm who’d stayed a good friend

though I was a writer and he took over his dad’s trash route, and we confided in each other, he

was the only one I told about my cruelty and disloyalty, my vanity, my miserable sins, dumb

things I did, dumber than you’d think a grown man capable of, dumber than a boxful of

hammers, and I walked into Lundberg’s Mortuary and there he was, freshly laundered lying in

a box with floral arrangements around him, and I felt a sort of relief. The man knew all my sins,

which would now go to the grave with him. I hated to think it but it felt like I’d been given a fresh

start in life.A woman spoke to me and I jumped. She was looking over my shoulder at the

corpse. “They got the wrong tie on him,” she said. It was Pastor Liz from the Lutheran church.

“Nancy gave them a blue tie. Norm never wore a red tie in his life. Lundberg is such a fuckup.”

She laughed: “Did I just say ‘fuckup’?”As it happened, I was wearing a blue tie so I took it off

and got Norm’s red tie off and looped mine around his neck, which was rather wooden, and

stood up at the head of the casket so I could figure out how to tie it, and it came out pretty

good.“It’s good of you to come all this way,” she said. “Hnnhh,” I said.I’ve come back for the

funerals of teachers, Mr. Faust, Mr. Bradley, Miss Story, LaVona Person. I meant to come back

in 2020 for the funeral of Julie Christensen who was a year older than I, a seventh-grader, who

watched me walk by her yard on my way to shoot baskets and she said, “Do you want to

wrestle?” and I stopped. She was a long-legged girl in green shorts and a white T-shirt. I

walked over to talk to her and she grabbed me and threw me down on the grass and sat on

me, her hot mint-scented breath in my face, her legs scissored around me. She said, “Try to

get up” but I didn’t want to. She was strong. She said, “Have you ever been kissed?” and then

she kissed me and stuck her tongue in my mouth. I’d never seen that done before, never

imagined it. She said, “I’ll bet you want to see my tits, don’t you.” I shook my head no, and she

lifted her shirt, and I closed my eyes. It was a big moment. I shook my head because a

Brethren boy should, but I did want to see, and I didn’t close my eyes, I squinted, and it was

very interesting. She said, “If you tell anybody, I’ll beat the crap out of you. I mean it.” When she



died at 79 from myeloma, the funeral was on a Saturday and I had to do a show in New York,

but I grieved for her, my liberator. So was Norm’s sister Arlene but that’s a whole other

story.Norm and I each grew up in homes where pennies were pinched, our mothers darned

socks and mended clothes until they wore out and then cut them into strips and wove them into

rag rugs. We were brought up to use bars of soap until they were thin slivers in our hands and

then wash with the slivers. We each experienced shame early: his dad was a terrible speller

and liked to write letters to the editor, which the printers at the paper, both of them drunks,

never corrected and so his dad was often in print with hideous errors that our fellow third-

graders were highly amused by such as “hangkerchiff” and “judgmint” and “without acception.”

In addition to my Brethrenness, I was the first boy in the class to get glasses, which made me a

lousy ballplayer in grade school and got me the nickname “Perfessor.” So Norm knew where I

came from and I confessed most of my sins to him except the sin of feeling superior to him,

which anyway faded out after 65. There is not much superiority in old age, just good luck. He

and I grew old together and became relics, the last in our circle of pals to have driven a Model

T Ford, the very last to have participated in the prank of privy tipping, which we did at the age

of twelve, along with older boys, all of them dead now, at the lake cabin of Harold Starr the

publisher of the town paper, sitting in his outhouse one evening, on the throne with his trousers

around his ankles, as we crept through the underbrush and heaved the privy over onto its door

as the gentleman cursed us, trapped within, left with only one exit.We were the last ones to

have used the Sons of Knute’s Big Boy fiberglass duck decoys, eighteen feet long: the hunter

lay on his back inside the duck and pedaled the driveshaft that turned the propeller as he

looked out through a periscope in the duck’s neck, scanning the skies for incoming ducks. The

Knutes had six of them and they were too tippy and four decoys sank and Norm and I found

the two survivors and paddled them around, with concrete blocks for ballast. Nobody else

remembers this.In recent years, I’m sure, we looked at each other and wondered which of us

would be standing and looking down at the other one in the box. So it’s me, and I miss him.

There is nobody left for me to talk about Julie Christensen with or our teachers LaVona Person

or Helen Story or reminisce about the county fair back when it had a dirt racetrack and the

older brothers of boys we knew went tearing around it in souped-up cars and dared death in

order to impress girls. And now here was Norm waiting for the right moment to spring up from

the coffin and say, “It was only a joke!” but death has disabled him, there’s no spring left in him,

he’s become ornamental. The line has gone dead.He stayed in Lake Wobegon and I went out

into the world and had a career, and he remained my trusty friend and faithful informant. He

told me a few years ago, “It’s a whole different town. You wouldn’t recognize it. The guys you

and I grew up with are old coots sitting in the corner and grousing. We used to play hockey on

rinks we flooded ourselves and we built goals out of packing crates and we used magazines for

shin guards, now they drive the kids into Willmar to an indoor rink. Now they close the schools

if more than two inches of snow is forecast because falling snow can trigger anxiety for some

kids who may need counseling or medication.” (Back in our day, school was never canceled

unless the building was no longer visible. There was no windchill index or misery index, we

didn’t think in those terms. In a blizzard, your dad tied a clothesline to your belt so he could reel

you in if he had to and the clothesline was a hundred feet long, the distance from the house out

to the county road, and when the line went taut you knew you were there and you waited for

the headlights to appear in the whiteness and if it was windy, you might have to dig a cave in

the snow and if the bus didn’t come for a couple hours, you reeled yourself back home. Snow

was not a mental health issue.)It troubled Norm that the Christmas program at the high school

was now called the Happy Holiday program, and the word “Savior” was changed to “Teacher”



and Vacation Bible School was now called Spiritual Awareness and was about showing respect

for others and not about the rough stuff, Noah and the Flood, Cain and Abel, Abraham and

Isaac. And the old songbooks have been banned with old faves like “Frankie and Johnny” (“The

first time she shot him, he staggered. The second time she shot him he fell. The third time

there was a southwest wind from the northeast corner of hell.”) and “The E-ri-e was a-rising

and the gin was getting low and I scarcely think we’ll get a drink till we come to Buffalo.”—

songs that we sang in the third grade, they’ve been replaced by songs about brotherhood,

meanwhile, thanks to the internet, words considered obscene by truckers are being used freely

by small children.“Me and you were the end of an era, mister,” he said. “The last of the free and

the brave. Our neighbor lady has three kids and has an app so she can track them around

town by their cellphones. Turn on the computer and there’s a blue and a red and a yellow dot to

show where Mason, Logan, and Salem are. Surveillance of children. It wouldn’t surprise me if

she taps their phones too.“You and me were lucky to live when we did. It wasn’t all Zoom and

Facebook. People got together in person to chew the fat. The men sat in the living room and

watched football and talked about crops and hunting and the women in the kitchen talked

about births and surgeries and now they just post pictures on Instagram and no secrets are

told for fear of who might be reading. It’s a damn shame.”Liz left to go looking for Norm’s wife,

Nancy, and the moment she left, Lundberg came in, not George Lundberg, whom I knew, but

his son George Jr., who took over the business when the old man developed dementia from

inhaling preservatives and one day he dumped Mrs. Soderberg’s ashes into the toilet. She had

wanted them to be scattered on the river and the old man figured flushing them amounted to

the same thing, so he had to go to the loony bin and the son, who wanted to be a painter, not

an undertaker, stepped in, a sour man with a woofy voice who never developed the warm

avuncular unctuosity of a funeral director. He glared at me and said, “Huh. So you came after

all. They said you were coming but I figured a big shot like you’s got better things to do with his

time. Guess I was wrong. Anyways, two more of your classmates died over the weekend,

Ronnie Hansen from a car crash and Peter Flanagan from what he thought was cancer but it

was COVID. So I guess your timing is perfect. How’re you doing? I don’t suppose you’ll have

your funeral back here. Have it in some big cathedral in New York City so all your famous pals

can attend. Right? Well, good luck with that. The problem with being famous is that when you

die they can’t wait to say bad things about you. Any scandal, no matter how small, it goes into

the second paragraph of your obituary. All your so-called admirers, they love to dish out the

gossip. But I’m sure you know that.”I didn’t bother correcting him. What I love about New York

isn’t famous friends but Giselle, eating lunch with her down on Grove Street in the Village,

oysters on the half shell, meatballs, an iceberg wedge, driving up to our summerhouse on the

Connecticut River, and Giselle has my permission to put my ashes in her flower bed by the

garage where they likely won’t bother whatever man takes my place in her life, and meanwhile

I’m glad to return home in honor of my ghosts.I got out of Lundberg’s and headed down the

street and there, fifty feet away where there used to be a driveway next to Ralph’s Pretty Good

Grocery, was a little sidewalk café called Laura’s Lunch and there, sitting around a table under

an umbrella, were my old classmates Clint and Dave and Billy and Daryl, and Clint looked at

me and said, “Well, look what the wind blew in,” which was exactly the sort of thing I’d expect to

hear and Dave pulled in an extra chair and said, “Good of you to get out of the fast lane and

come join us common folks” and I sat down and suddenly it wasn’t 2021 anymore, it was a

moment of timelessness.Billy: “You look a little lost. Can we help you find something?”Dave:

“You look a lot like someone I used to know. The class oddball.”Daryl: “Sit down and take a load

off. We just ordered lunch.”And I sat down and I was back home.Clint: “So do we call you



Garrison or can we call you Gary?”I said that my name is Gary and that Garrison was only to

make it sound like I went to an Ivy League school instead of a land-grant university.Clint: My

wife went to New York last year.Me: Is that right?Clint: I don’t know if it was right but she did it

anyway. Said she had a wonderful time.Me: What did she do?Clint: I don’t know and I don’t

want to know.They were all dressed like retired guys, which they are, and I was in a suit and

tie, but it didn’t matter. A kid came out with a menu and Daryl said, “The egg salad sandwich is

really good,” so I ordered that.Daryl: “Good of you to come all this way but I knew you would.

The class of 1960 is fading away fast. Pretty soon there won’t be any of us left.”Dave: “So you

finally figured that out, huh?”Daryl: “What?”Dave: “Death. It’s a definite trend. I read today that

more than a billion people who lived on this planet are now dead. Including our parents, all

gone.”Daryl: “Well, when it’s your time, it’s your time. Makes no difference. My brother’s brother-

in-law was a marathoner, cross-country skier, lifted weights, worked out, one morning he had a

stroke, died the next day. My uncle Danny had two shots of bourbon for breakfast and

maintained his alcohol level all day and lived to be ninety-five and was killed by somebody

throwing a sofa out of a sixth-floor window. You just can’t tell.”Billy: “Marilyn just texted me that

Bob Anderson died.”Clint looked at me and said, “You and I need to find us some younger

friends so we don’t sit around on a beautiful day and talk about death.” Darlene passed by and

he said, “Who do I have to sleep with to get my coffee warmed up?” She said, “Coffee is

supposed to keep you from sleeping.”Daryl said, “He’s Norwegian, sweetheart. They only think

about sex when they’re too drunk to go fishing. A Norwegian likes to go to bed with two women

so when he falls asleep right away they can keep each other company. If he wants sex, he

goes downtown with a pocketful of cash and goes looking for a warehouse. They’re not only

lousy lovers, they’re bad spellers.”I was the only one who laughed at these old jokes; the others

just smiled.The front of Ralph’s was now a yoga studio and the back half where Ralph did his

butchering and baking was the Laura’s Lunch kitchen. On the table was a brochure advertising

a solar plunger that fits over your solar plexus, creating harmonic vibrations in the pelvic

enclosure that cause the body’s own meridian powers to drive invasive toxins from the lymph

system to create positive energy and expectations. I thought about asking, “Whose is this?” but

didn’t. If it belonged to one of my pals, I didn’t want to know.Next to the outdoor café, in what

had been Halvorson Hardware, was a grocery, The Common Good. Up the street I could see

the signs of the Sidetrack Tap and the Chatterbox Café but across the street where Bunsen

Motors, the Ford dealership, had been was a carved wooden sign, AuntMildred’s.com. There

was Clint Bunsen sitting next to me and I wanted to ask, “Why?” but it’s as obvious as the nose

on your face. He’s 78, almost 79, just like me, and his brother Clarence is 81. You get to be 78,

maybe you don’t feel like sticking your head under the hood and working on the carburetor. And

maybe the carburetor isn’t a carburetor anymore but an app and the old mechanic has to

reprogram himself to deal with it.Dave was talking about Ronnie Hansen. “Died in a car crash

chasing ass down in Florida. And Pete Flanagan had colon cancer he was treating with

Clorox.”Billy: “I heard it was Lysol.”Dave: “Six of one, half a dozen of the other. Either way, death

by stupidity. Doesn’t speak well for our class, I must say.”Lunch arrived and my egg salad

sandwich. Which, according to the menu, was made from eggs laid by local free-range

chickens raised on wholesome grains, no GMO or GOP or SUV. Anyway, it was a perfectly

good sandwich.Norm had told me about the start-up companies that had taken over the town,

like Universal Fire, which made artisanal twenty-year-old white oak and ash firewood, non-

GMC, upper-altitude, seasoned with sea salt. It was getting into the field of artisanal ice as

well, made from Lake Superior water, and was bottling virgin oxygen from the northern

wilderness. The founder, Rob McCarter, had an MFA in creative writing and the artisanal



firewood business was right up his alley. He was the one who wrote the fan mail from

customers: “Our petty troubles disappear in the twilight when we light Universal in our fireplace.

And now your bottled Boundary Waters air has cleansed our spirits.”A woman named Willow

owned a dozen horses and started a manure works to make an organic sun-dried ethical/

sustainable manure, Wholly Shit, $15/lb., nicely wrapped (Each creature is full of beauty.

Spread it around.), a crisp well-balanced manure with a warm nose, smooth texture, and a

complex structure. She said, “It’s all about continuity, waste is a nutrient, the end is the

beginning. Manure is universal, it’s part of who we are.”Norm said, “I’ve come across crappy

products but I never knew you could sell absolute shit. Not at that price.” The old men groused

about it but the stock kept going up, up, up.A company, Tomorrow Tomato, made an inclusive

tomato sauce from diverse varieties raised on family farms in a variety of eco-societies. Norm

and Nancy’s granddaughter Normandy invented a very soft facial tissue with 8 percent lamb’s

wool and 5 percent spiderweb woven into the paper. Her husband, Max, created a nameless

ginger ale aged in oak barrels: very successful. People asked him, “Why no name? You need a

name.” And he said, “Whatever,” and so that became the name and he put out a Whatever

mug, an earthy clay mug that became a Thing and went viral for a while, like Totality Tote Bags,

which became wildly popular after the price was doubled. “These kids understand the New

Economy,” said Norm. “Plenty of people have way too much money and that’s your market.

Don’t bother selling stuff to paupers.” Normandy married Max when they were eighteen. He

had hair down to his shoulders and it was an alternative ceremony, with an epic Walt Whitman

poem (“O comrade and aficionado, come, take my hand, you are comely and possessed of

secret longings, come travel the open road under a banner of affection, shameless, glistening

with wordless desires.”) and the soloist sang “Purple Rain,” which is odd for a wedding—“I

never wanted to be your lover, I only wanted to be your friend” and Nancy’s mouth was

bleeding from biting her tongue. Norm said, “We thought it’d last six months but it’s been a year

and a half.” He admired their enterprise. Normandy was 20 and drove a green Jaguar and had

Zoom meetings with executives at Chanel and Dior and Pankake. Elon Musk called her once.

She knew Sandy Frazier. She was hot stuff.Lake Wobegon had been a farm town of two

thousand, an exporter of its young people, and now it was booming. Two brothers, Jake and

John, created Woke alarm clocks that sound like crickets and a woman says, “Rise and shine,

renew your spirit, resume the struggle, resist the system” and a carillon plays “We Are Strong

Together” and you hear marching feet, a bass drum, and a gong. They were made in a factory

in Mumbai for $1.75 apiece and retailed for $68. Jake’s girlfriend Ashley came up with a dance

video that teaches math, Let’s All Go Rithm. Nobody learned from it but the concept was

fantastic. Her business partner, Hailey, created a detoxifying spread made from honey and

locusts and then developed an app called Constant Companion that traces your daily routine

and if you forget why you’ve walked into the kitchen, a voice in your earpiece says, “You

probably came to warm up your coffee.” Then it lists other options.Clearly, this was no longer

the town I told stories about on my award-nominated radio show, A Prairie Home Companion.

Nothing like that town. I walked around and saw notices on bulletin boards for personal

trainers, dog walkers, yoga instructors, a veterinary aromatherapist, jobs that never existed

here before. The Central Building, now renamed Main Street Lofts, has two social media

consultants, an accountability coach, two content writers, an ergonomicist, a data analyst, a

fitness advisor, and three massage therapists, shiatsu, hydroponic, and audiovibratory. Snazzy

new cars are parked up and down Main Street. A woman named Nona Loso runs a lucrative

business leading grief seminars and an annual grief cruise to Greece. She does a podcast for

pet-loss grief, “Puff & Spot Are Gone,” and a monthlong summer camp—Norm called it a



“death camp”—at which people divide up into grief pods and are assigned hugging partners.

He said, “Promise me you won’t let Nancy organize a grief pod for me,” and I promised and she

didn’t, probably because she wasn’t all that grief-stricken.Norm lived in Lake Wobegon his

whole life. He was in the trash-hauling business but was very spruce and well-informed and

instead of a trashman, he might’ve been taken for an envelope salesman or an economist. He

was astonished when Death caught up with him. He’d been to a doctor only twice, once for a

bum hip that he managed to hobble along with and once for random appendicitis but it went

away. He got too old to lift trash barrels so he sold the business to a young guy, Tom Paradise,

who turned it into Paradise Recycling, which, thanks to the righteous name, he built into a

multimillion-dollar business. Norm hated retirement. I was busy doing my show and offered him

a job driving the tour bus, and he said he couldn’t leave Nancy alone for weeks at a time, she

being a major worrier, and also (he added) he wasn’t that fond of the show personally, being

more of a jazz guy, not so interested in people playing dulcimers and singing about the death

of small children. We were close so he could be honest with me.The last time I talked to him

was in February. He called me, ecstatic that he’d tried to kill himself and had failed to. A month

before, he said, he was in a bad way, had a pain in his side, couldn’t stand up straight, saw

double, felt dizzy and nauseated, hung onto walls as he walked through the house. The doctor

said it might be cancer and wanted to send Norm down to the Cities for tests. “They might

need to poke a hole in your side and put in a tube,” the doctor said. It sounded to Norm like a

bad idea and he kept putting it off because if it was bad he preferred not to postpone death

with radiation or chemo because he was already deeply depressed about losing his girlfriend

Elaine.“Elaine who was married to Steve?” I said. He said, “After Steve died, she and I jumped

into the sack—we got together twice a month out at my cabin. Every other Friday. She was a

teacher, she liked having a schedule. You remember that cabin. You spent a summer there

after high school. Nancy knew about me and Elaine, and she wasn’t thrilled about it, but she’d

lost interest in sex years ago so it was no skin off her nose. Nancy’s life was all about

gardening, grandkids, Jeopardy, and jigsaw puzzles. For her, mutual nakedness was as alien

as pole vaulting. I had two years with Elaine and it was a happy two years and then one day

she called and said she couldn’t see me anymore. She said, ‘I don’t want to be the object of

gossip and walk into the hair salon and see people stop talking and I know they were talking

about me.’ I pleaded with her and remembered the great times we’d had, but she had made up

her mind and that was that. Well, if she was embarrassed to be my lover, shacking up with the

trashman, it depressed the hell out of me. I went in the hospital for an X-ray or MRI or

something and I was in pain from an umbilical hernia, my belly button was the size of a golf

ball, and Nan was down in the Cities and the ER was full of COVID people and the dying and

demented, people wailing and weeping, screaming, ‘Somebody come and help me! Please!’

and I freaked out and left the ER and came back to town and drove out to the lake cabin and

decided to pull the plug. I’m an old fart who gets in everybody’s way, no use to anybody and I

didn’t want to put Nan through all the trouble, and I’ve lived long enough. So I downed half a

pint of bourbon and took a couple tranquilizers and sat in the car with the motor off and waited

to freeze to death. It was twenty below. An easy exit. No sickness, no long decline hobbling

around the Good Shepherd Home looking spooky and cadaverous and dribbling coffee down

myself, peeing my pants, rocking back and forth like a caged animal in the zoo, my mind turned

to sawdust, one hip shooting with pain at every step. To hell with that. A person has only so

much time and that’s all the time there is. A quick exit, like Elvis after a concert. Norm

Gunderson has left the building. I had made a list of several jerks I didn’t want invited to my

funeral and some instructions to Nan: No eulogies, nothing, just the 23rd Psalm and one hymn,



‘Abide with me, fast falls the eventide,’ And I cut my son out of the will, the little prick, because

he refused to say hello to Elaine at a Whippets game. I wrote a note to Nan saying thank you

and I sat there thinking about Elaine and the good times we’d had committing adultery and

then I remembered the picture of Elaine naked in her bathtub, her phone in hand, and it was in

the drawer of the bedside table, and I don’t want Nan to have to see that picture. Jesus. I could

see the story in the paper: he died of hypothermia outside the cabin where he canoodled with

his tootsie. Well, I had no feeling in my arms or legs but I managed to open the car door and

fall out into the snow and my legs were like two wooden logs but I crawled fifty feet to the cabin

and somehow I got inside and I crawled into bed and woke up on the morning, and looked in

the drawer and there was no naked picture of Elaine and I remembered, I had burned it a week

before at her request. Memory loss saved my life. I tell you, when you almost die and then you

don’t, life is incredibly beautiful. Just dazzling. I looked and I felt like a new man. I cried, I was

so happy. I have never been so happy as that day of my death and resurrection. I felt like the

luckiest man on God’s green earth. I went ice fishing a day later and caught a two-pound

walleye and roasted him on an open fire: best meal I ever ate. There’s nothing like almost dying

and then coming back to the world. Take my word for it.”Nancy asked me to say a few words at

the service, and it was hard to think of what to say about a man who died happy, but I wrote a

poem on the plane and stood up to read it. I’d never written a love poem about another man. I

wrote a formal sonnet, as a way to avoid gush, and it was okay.Time passing and the old man

with the scytheIs mowing. He hasn’t been merciful, has he.My best friend, a good and

generous guy,Is gone, leaving the world less jazzy,He awoke one fine day, felt ill,Lay down for a

nap and never aroseAnd now we carry him up the hillSeventy-nine years old, in his Sunday

clothes.But Norm wouldn’t want us to be sorry aLong time. Weep, say your prayers and

yourEulogies and then resume the beautiful ariaOf life in all its generous grandeur.Each day is

borrowed but let us own itAnd find beauty in our coffee and doughnutAnd love this world before

we have flown itAnd find what we would’ve wished for, had we only known it.Nancy smiled and

whispered, “Thank you,” and Norm’s granddaughter Normandy came to the piano, wiping away

tears, and sat down and played a few rolling chords and sang:May you have eternal

happinessIn the land you’re going to,May everyone be lovingAnd always kind to you.May you

play a round of golf each dayAnd have a perfect scoreMay you live forevermore.May you have

a double cheeseburgerAlong with double friesMay you play Bingo every nightAnd always win

the prizeAnd be reunited with your dogAnd walk the golden shore.There was more. I looked at

Pastor Liz who managed to keep a solemn face though I could see twitches at the corners of

her mouth.Her funeral homily was based on the passage in 2nd Corinthians, about we mortals

being jars of clay containing the light of God. We are hard-pressed on every side, but not

crushed, perplexed but not in despair, persecuted but not forsaken, cast down but not

destroyed. Norm was no more perplexed than most and certainly not persecuted. He survived

his suicide attempt and the colon cancer turned out to be a Grade A case of constipation and a

nurse gave him a nuclear enema that cleaned him out and he got five bonus months of life. He

told me he never felt so happy as the day he went home twenty pounds lighter and told Nancy

he loved her and meant it. He was able to enter the Sons of Knute Guess The Ice Melt contest

and guess the Pontiac would go through the ice on March 8th (the 14th was the winner) and he

got to witness the first week of April, which was springlike and buds emerged and a week later

came a snowfall of elegant crystalline grandeur, every twig of every bush and tree glazed with

frost, every photographer in town out snapping pictures, and the next day it melted, and then

there was fall in the air and the next day a high of 72, four seasons in one month, and he put

out tomato plants and sweet corn and he sat with Nancy in the backyard and drank half a



bottle of Pinot Noir I had sent him two years before, which he postponed drinking because he

didn’t think he knew enough about wine to appreciate it, but he loved it, Nancy said, and he

sang her a song, “Till There Was You,” which she’d never heard him sing, and the very next day

he died.The heart attack struck on May 1 at two in the afternoon at home and he took a couple

Alka-Seltzers, while Nancy called 911 over his objections and the EMTs loaded him,

protesting, on the cart and headed out the door and he died in his own driveway. The shock of

being rescued was probably what killed him, the man had never asked for help in his entire life,

being carried bodily on a gurney to a van with flashing red lights made him think, “I’m dying,” so

he died. The EMTs got out the paddles but he was gone, no struggle, he simply ceased to

exist.Clarence Bunsen gave a eulogy, Norm being his brother-in-law, and it was about Norm

being such a good listener and a friend to all, from the working stiff to the well-to-do, and he

glanced at me and for a moment I was stricken with the thought that my secrets were about to

spill, and when he sat down I noticed Arlene in a wheelchair beside him. I’d heard from Clint

that she was ill and that Clarence had shut down Bunsen Motors on account of it but the

wheelchair was hard to look at. I looked away as Norm’s neighbor Bud gave a talk about Norm

encouraging him (Bud) to pursue his hobby of painting and how this changed Bud’s life and

then the Four Norskmen stood up and sang:Life is not land we own.O no, it is only lent.In the

end we are left aloneWhen the last light is spent.So live that you may say,Lord, I have no

regret.Thank you for these sunny daysAnd for the last sunset.As they sang, Bud set out several

of his paintings—for sale, the proceeds to go to a Norm Gunderson scholarship fund—and

what this showed all too clearly was (1) abstract painting is not easy but requires talent and

technique, and (2) tastelessness has arrived in my hometown and people are helpless to ward

it off.Arlene slipped up behind me, wheeled by her niece Normandy who’d sung the awful song,

and said, “Hey, stranger,” and I turned as she stood up. “Hello, stranger. I hope you don’t mind if

I give you a hug.” And she put her arms around me from behind. I know you don’t come from

hugging people,” she said. “I hope I’m not embarrassing you.” She turned to her niece: “Am I

making a scene here? Actually, I don’t mind if I do. The world could do with more scenes.”“I

heard you were in the hospital,” I said.“Ehhh. Pffft. In and out. It was a lot of nothing.”“So what’s

the wheelchair about?”She let go of me. “Laziness. Got tired of walking. And it’s a great way of

getting attention. You get in a wheelchair and suddenly people are twice as nice as they ever

used to be. But you’re looking pretty good for a guy almost my age. She turned to her niece:

“Believe it or not, I used to go skinny-dipping with this guy. Don’t tell my husband. We were

teenagers. Children. Stripped naked and jumped in the lake.”Normandy was impressed. Very.

“She was your girlfriend? Really? What happened?“Arlene said, “Go ahead, tell her. She’s

twenty, she’s been around, she knows what’s what.”“Norm was my best friend and she was his

sister. We were like family,” I said.“So it was incest then?” Arlene said, a little too loudly. People

around us stopped talking. Heads turned. I heard whispers: What’d she say? Incest?Arlene

was delighted. “Look! I made his face turn red. A big-shot writer from New York and I’ve made

him blush. Wow. This is the high point of my week. I’ve embarrassed a New Yorker.”Normandy

said, “Did you go all the way?”Arlene laughed. “Honey, we went around the block and came

back and went around again. But don’t take my word for it, ask him.”I was walking away to look

at the paintings, which seemed like the polite thing to do and I managed to avoid eye contact

with Bud and then smelled geraniums and a woman threw her arms around me; it was Ronnie

Hansen’s wife, Shirlee. “Oh my god,” she said. “That was the most beautiful poem and you read

it so perfectly. Oh my god, I can’t believe you’re here. We loved your radio show so much. I

suppose you heard”—and she wept—“we lost Ronnie. Friday. In Florida.” She seemed to be

about to collapse and I put an arm around her—she said, “Could you read a poem for my



husband? It would mean so much. Or say a few words. You were so important to him. He was

so proud of your friendship. It’d mean so much.”And I heard myself say, “Of course.” I may have

said, “It’s my pleasure,” I’m not sure. And she was so grateful, it was hard to remove myself

from her grasp. “Oh, thank you, thank you, thank you. You’re the greatest. I love everything

you’ve written. Oh my god.”So I agreed to eulogize a shithead. The problem was

distraction.During the service I had discovered a small hard protuberance on the roof of my

mouth that I couldn’t remember having felt there before. I felt it with my finger and my tongue,

and though it didn’t hurt, it bothered me, what with death on my mind and Norm in the box and

people around me who might well attend my funeral, given the opportunity. God has a plan and

maybe it’s that, after the trashman’s demise, his friend the radio show host will be struck by

mouth cancer, the mellifluous baritone silenced, the democracy of death demonstrated for all to

see. And then, walking to the cemetery, I heard a shout and a bicycle whizzed past, inches

away, I smelled pizza, he yelled Sorry! And I realized I was in a bike lane. We never had bike

lanes in Lake Wobegon back in the day or pizza delivery but here it was. The obituary would

say, “He was struck by a pizza deliveryman only two blocks from the house where he was born.

Police said he died instantly. According to onlookers, it was a sausage pizza, extra large, which

may have obstructed the deliveryman’s view.” It won’t mention my classy memoir, my radio

monologues, no link to a video of me singing “I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight” with Heather Masse. In

people’s minds, I will be forever linked to sausage pizza.I got to the cemetery and phoned

Giselle in New York and mentioned the protuberance to her and she told me to send a picture. I

hid behind a tree while they got Norm set up among the Gundersons and I opened my mouth

as wide as I could and took some cellphone pictures and texted them to Giselle and she said,

“Oh my god, that is horrible, you have to see a doctor. Today.” She grew up in Greenwich

Village and her dad was a doctor who took care of E.E. Cummings, Dylan Thomas, William

Burroughs, Jack Kerouac, and a lot of dedicated carousers and scapegraces, so she knows a

thing or two about human foolishness and I obey her in all medical matters.I walked around the

cemetery, over by my parents’ graves and they looked up and said, “What is he doing here and

what’s wrong with his mouth?” The protuberance felt larger. Life is all about brevity and how

easily the world can get along without us: nobody fills our shoes, they’re simply thrown into the

old shoe bin and all the books we wrote are made into roadbed, you drive the interstate, you’re

driving on literature, I read that somewhere. People were busy conversing and I didn’t see

anyone of a doctoral demeanor present. I saw the former Diane Magendanz, now Mrs. Dan

Durand, whom ages ago I danced with at the SnoBall and experienced carnal desire as the

band played “Vaya con Dios” and pulled her close to me as we bumped around trying to cha-

cha-cha and my hand was on the zipper of her dress and she sneezed directly into my face

and apologized and I drove her home. I remember it clearly, lust followed by nasal precipitation.

I felt no desire for her now. None. My mind was on death.
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Monroy, “Delightful as a great radio show!. Great experience to have this wonderful book read

by the same author. Love the radio show and this was as good as that.”

J. Willis Mitchell, “A Master at the Top of His Form. Keillor's latest Lake Woebegon tale is clever

on so many levels. He weaves in self-deprecating humor surely borrowed from his own

experiences while at the same time interweaving plot angles from the headlines. He falls back

on the many characters readers have come to love as they reveal their flaws and grudges.

Keillor extends his stay in town as his friends start dying so that he can provide eulogies,

including to a few he didn't particularly care for. And his recall of his first intimate relationship

and how he and how that friend brings their relationship to a close is quite touching. This

superb plot is capped off with writing that just gets better and better. I can't wait for his next

novel.”

Elana, “Possibly his best yet. I think I’ve read almost all Mr Keillor's books, and this may be his

best one yet. He goes back to Lake Wobegon to attend a funeral and finds his old pals failing

and the town booming with new entrepreneurial energy. It is smart, touching and laugh out loud

funny. His humor has matured like a fine wine. Well done, Garrison!”

Bigelow, “Charming, witty, and percipient, as ever. Nice to be back by the lake. As much as

things have changed, they’re still very much the same, and that’s a wonderful thing! A quick

and highly enjoyable read.”

The book by Garrison Keillor has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 56 people have provided feedback.
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